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6. AMENDMENT OF (RFP) 
SOLICITATION NO.   
 
 
FBP-18SC65054 

 
DATE  
 
 
 
12/13/2017 

  
 7.  
The above numbered solicitation is amended as set forth in Item 8. The hour and date specified for receipt of Offers is not 
extended. 
Offers must acknowledge receipt of this amendment prior to the hour and date specified in the solicitation or as amended by one 
of the following methods: 
 
(a) By completing Items 5 and 9, and returning one (1) copy of the amendment; (b) By acknowledging receipt of this amendment 
on each copy of the offer submitted; or (c) By separate letter or e-mail which includes a reference to the solicitation and 
amendment numbers.  FAILURE OF YOUR ACKNOWLEDGEMENT TO BE RECEIVED AT THE PLACE DESIGNATED FOR 
THE RECEIPT OF OFFERS PRIOR TO THE HOUR AND DATE SPECIFIED MAY RESULT IN REJECTION OF YOUR OFFER. If 
by virtue of this amendment you desire to change an offer already submitted, such change may be made by e-mail or letter, 
provided each e-mail or letter makes reference to the solicitation and this amendment, and is received prior to the opening hour 
and date specified. 
 
8. DESCRIPTION OF AMENDMENT 
 
This Amendment is to incorporate the following: 
 

• Attached updated Pre-Proposal Questions and Answers dated 12.13.2017 
• Attached updated Drawings  
• Attached updated Bill of Material 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Except as provided herein, all terms and conditions of the document remain unchanged and in full force and effect.  
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RFP# FBP18SC65054 X-333 BCS PRE-BID QUESTIONS Updated 12.13.2017


Can alternate methods for constructing the BCS walls be used, such as 
metal studs in lieu of scaffolding?


Yes, an alternate method can be proposed by the Bidder, for 
which metal framing studs of sufficient strength/spacing (in 
lieu of scaffolding frames) can be used.  Metal studs can be 
attached to concrete floors/ceilings and to concrete-encased 
structural columns.  Contractor can use clamps to attach to X-
333 structural steel members but may not penetrate or weld 
to structural steel.  If less expensive than scaffolding frames, 
metal studs have a few advantages such as smaller footprint 
and less wasted space.  Sharp edges from the installed metal 
studs should be covered to prevent personal injury.


Can FBP supply an furnishings/equipment schedule to clarify the 
company supplied vs. contractor supplied furnishings/equipment 
(other than notes on the drawings, there are no “specifications” 
included in the RFP). See Attached List with examples, models, and web pages


Is there a basis of design for the contractor supplied furnishings?  If so, 
please provide specifications, preferred manufacturers, etc.


See Attached List with examples, models, and web pages


Is there a basis of design and a hardware schedule for doors and 
frames?


A bill of material is included (BOM-E6245-STR-03, Revision 2) 
to specify double-swing doors (seven single and three 
double) with safety-glass windows, heavy-duty hinges, 
minimum 90-degree swing each way, etc.  This BOM over-
rides the requirements of S-33329 Detail 5 Note 6 (door 
hardware), which had specified pull and push plates for 
single-swing doors along with conventional door closer.  
There isn't a design basis or computation; BOM identifies an 
acceptable brand, known to be of durable construction, as a 
guideline.


Can pneumatic-actuated fastener drivers (Hilti guns) be used in the 
building? Yes, Pneumatic and powder actuated can be proposed


Is there a specific fire rating that applies to the wall tarps?


Tarps shall be tested by NFPA 701 and certifed to be fire-
retardant.  Also acceptable would be a similar specification 
CPAI-84, Flammability of recreational tents, or certification 
by a state fire marshal.  The minimum tarp thickness of 12-
mil can be exceeded for floor-level locations to suit 
contractor installation methods.  Tarp grommet spacing can 
vary depending on contractor proposed installation 
methods.


Will we be able to use areas adjacent to our work zone as a break area 
and material laydown area inside the building or will the contractor be 
required to provide?


Chris A-There is plenty of room for material storage.  The 
break area will be determined by how many Wise and GB 
folks are still using ACR-1 as a break area.  


Will the contractor be responsible for the supply and installation of the 
decontamination shower? Showers are not part of the scope of work.
Can metal studs be used instead of scaffolding? See the response to Bidder Question #1.


In regard to ductwork insulation, is it “duct board” or “duct wrap”?
The intention is to specify 1" duct board, for ease of 
inspection at the time of installation, to reduce/prevent 
sweating.


Do condensation lines get insulated?


No, the 1/2" flexible tubing is not insulated.  During 
wintertime, the minimum air temperature of the X-333 
Operating Floor is maintained by FBP above freezing by use 
of portable heaters.


Is it required that A1 Tarps be utilized or can an alternate FR tarp be 
used?


Drawing X-333-S-33327 A02 clearly states “OR APPROVED 
EQUAL”  for the tarps, just like the scaffolding does.


Section 9 of the Statement of Work states a TOR will be issued 
constituting NTP.  The period of performance is 84 calendar days from 
NTP and ATM will be issued when submittals are "A or B" status.  
Approval of submittals in the X-333 is not a short duration task (Rad/IH, 
etc.). Is the period of performance from NTP or ATM?


POP is from ATM


Question FBP Response







I am unable to find in the drawings and specifications any references to 
manufacturers for the miscellaneous items like tables, benches, 
shelves, burn barrel, etc.  Please advise. See Attached List with examples, models, and web pages
On drawing 33325, note 3 states "ESH&Q can arrange BCS furniture 
and equipment to best suit particular needs.  ESH&Q will 
procure/obtain furniture and equipment in desired sizes, color, and 
materials."  Does this mean that ESH&Q will procure the items within 
the BCS area and we are to price items outside the BCS area?  This 
conflicts with the specifications that FBP will provide only lockers, 
PCMs, and permits.  Please advise.


NO, See Attached List with examples, models, and web 
pages


Will locker/shower facilities and coveralls be provided for the workers?
Chris A- Depending upon the number of folks, we should 
have lockers available in the X-333.  


Drawing X-333-S-33325 note 3 and X-333-S-33326 note 6 states ESH&Q 
will procure/obtain furniture and equipment; is the contractor 
responsible for the purchase or installation of the furniture and 
equipment and if so which, please clarify.


Yes, See Attached List with examples, models, and web 
pages


Can alternate methods for constructing the BCS walls be used, such as 
metal studs in lieu of scaffolding? See the response to Bidder Question #1.
Can FBP supply an furnishings/equipment schedule to clarify the 
company supplied vs. contractor supplied furnishings/equipment 
(other than notes on the drawings, there are no “specifications” 
included in the RFP).


See the legend on X-333-S-33325 to derive number of, and  
See Attached List with examples, models, and web pages


Is there a basis of design for the contractor supplied furnishings?  If so, 
please provide specifications, preferred manufacturers, etc.


See Attached List with examples, models, and web pages
Is there a basis of design and a hardware schedule for doors and 
frames? See the response to Bidder Question #4.
Drawing S-33327, note 5 references JFI-SE-2017-0268, and removal of 
equipment.  Please provide this JFI so we can determine scope of 
equipment removal.


The removal of existing equipment will be conducted by FBP 
resources.


Pre-bid meeting comments from Joe Saltsman indicated that all 
furniture on S-33325 was to be provided under this contract except for 
PCMs and lockers. Are all items in the legend to be provided under this 
contract, step off pads, burn barrels, laundry bags, portable 
dehumidifier, refrigerator, etc.?  Please provide specs or design basis 
(model#).


Step off pads, burn barrels and laundry bags will be provided 
by FBP.


S-33325 – What is RWP table size?  On drawing, not in legend. See Attached List with examples, models, and web pages


S-33327 Material Specifications, item F – Is this intended to require 
permanent handrails and walking surfaces around the entire BCS 
(100% of all scaffold)?


No, permanent handrails and permanent elevated walking 
surfaces will not be required as part of a scaffolding frame 
structure, unless structurally necessary per PE-stamped 
vendor drawing in Item B.  If left in place, these handrails 
and walking surfaces will be prohibited from use as 
scaffolding by FBP without daily inspections per S-33327 
Note 8.  If desired, the contractor can install the scaffold wall 
frame with scissorslift, without qualifying/inspecting the 
frame as actual scaffolding.


Is the portable humidifier provided under this contract?  If so please 
provide model/size or approved equal design was based on.


The dehumidifier is to be provided and installed by the 
winning contractor. The make and model is included in the 
HVAC BOM (BOM# E6245-STR-02).


Is radiological boundary by Radcon?  i.e. no fence or other supports 
under this contract?


Radiological boundary will be provided and installed by 
RadCon and no other fencing is included in this RFP.


Please clarify the RWP, dressout, and dosimetry requirements for this 
project.  J-13, appendix 1 requires RW Training, it was stated in the pre-
bid meeting that there was no RWP required and p-nads could be 
worn.  Also that above 8’ the areas would have to be checked by 
Radcon prior to affixing hardware and contractor would be supplying 
lifts and lift operators, what clothing/PPE is required for this?  When 
anchoring into the concrete slab is this RWP work?  Is drilling into the 
duct and installing pop rivets RWP work? 


My RP says that you will need to be RW2. At the pre-job my 
RP said that to be on the operations floor you do not 
necessarily need a TLD if you aren’t going into an area . 
Anyone going above 8 feet may need to be on a RWP as the 
area would need to be surveyed and cleared by RP first and 
if contamination is found a RWP would be needed. Clothing 
can range from shoe covers and gloves to full anti-c’s 
depending on the work. Drilling into the concrete will 
depend on survey results. Yes, the duct work is 
contaminated and will need an RWP.  Will have to take 
measures for PCBs when drilling the ductwork.


S-33325 – Are lockers assembled or do they require assembly?  Do they 
require anchoring? 


The lockers are indivually assembled but do need to b bolted 
together into a mulit-locker assembly and must be anchored 
to the floor.







On the drain connection at the vertical storm leader there is 4 connections shown, 
but there is only 3 heat pumps/condensate units, confirm only 3 connections 
required?


Three Connections are for HVAC and one connection is for 
the dehumidifier.


Is the contractor installing the FBP provided furnishings and equipment?
Yes, the contractor is installing the FBP provided furnishings 
and equipment.


Note 7 on Drawing E-33332 says conduit above panel can be EMT, we assume this 
means everything above 6’ high can be EMT please confirm.


Raceways up to 2 inches installed above switch height (4 ½ 
feet or so) for conductors except for power feeders shall be 
installed in EMT.


Is the incoming fiber to the network switch terminated by FBP or is it in the scope 
for the Contractor to perform? The fiber will be terminated by FBP.
Note 5 on S-33327 indicates for us to remove air-gapped capacitors and cable tray, 
where are we removing them to, and can you describe the extent of the Contractors’ 
work, is there any hazardous materials (PCB’s, etc.) in them. This activity has been completed by FBP.
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Installation


Quality
Classification


ESDSDescription
(include Mfg.'s name & Model #, if available)


Installation


Stores Stock #Purchase Req /
PO Number


Quantity


Units


Item


NS


NS


Single door. double-swing, finish opening :36" x84"
Nominal door panel thickness 1.5" to 2.0" (i.e. normal)
ADA clear safety window installed in top half door, min
height 28".
FBP to select door color from manufacturer's choices.
FBP to select from gasket trim or door sweep options.
Minimum opening 90o each way, with door stop to
prevent opening more than l05o each way.


Heavy-duty hinges and hardware.


Door panel to be dent-resistant, insulated if available.
Push plate, typical 4" x6" or larger, each side ofdoor.


(Chase Doors or approved equal)


Double door. double-swing, finish opening -- i2" x 84"
Nominal door panel thickness 1.5" to 2.0" (i.e. normal)
ADA clear safety window installed in top half door, min
height 28".
FBP to select door color from manufacturer's choices.
FBP to select from gasket trim or door sweep options.
Minimum opening 90o each way, with door stop to
prevent opening more than l05o each way.
Heavy-duty hinges and hardware.


Door panel to be dent-resistant, insulated if available.
Push plate, typical 4" x6" or larger, each side ofdoor.


(Chase Doors or approved equal)
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EA


J


EA


All doors will be double-swing or ó.traffic" doors (opening both 90o inward & outward).There are two types ofdoors.
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Installation
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Typical steel, tubular frame.


Specifically for use with double-swing doors.
FBP to select door frame from manufacturer's choices.


(Chase Doors or approved equal)


Single door frame


Double door frame


Typical steel, tubular frame.


Specifically for use with double-swing doors.
FBP to select door frame from manufacturer's choices.


(Chase Doors or approved equal)
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All doors will be double-swing or "traffic" doors (opening both 90o inward & outward).
There are two types of door frames.
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